
 

Audience Feedback on The Swallow/La Golondrina 
Reviews: 66 

Average Rating: 4.73 

 

 

 
Rated : 5 
 
This was great. Excellent acting and loads of themes coming out based on the Orlando 
mass shooting in a gay club. If you can't follow Spanish, go see on a day when it's in English 
(The Swallow). I see the lead male is in both versions so that would be interesting. great 
venue too. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Very emotional play at this intimate venue. Great performances by the two actors. I specially 
felt the role of the mother was very complex and delivered with strength and conviction. It 
was so believable I was tempted to stand up and give her a big hug in the middle of the 
performance. Lovely wellcoming staff at Cervantes Theatre. This is becoming one of my top 
theatre venues in London. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Two incredible actors. I was made to feel and live their pain and sorrow. My sympathy was 
constantly switching from one to the other and I could not help but agree with both their 
diverging arguments. I forgot it was an act I lived this superb play. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
It's definitely one of the best plays I've seen this year. Great acting and very emotional. 
Venue is perfect for this production so don't miss it! (Spanish version, Mon-Wed) 
 
Rated : 4 
 
A very topical narrative, very movingly presented. Excellent, sustained performances from 
both actors - also very clearly articulated which is important for non-native Spanish 
speakers. Very effective stage set - Cervantes Theatre has really come on well since first 
opening. Thoroughly recommend. 
 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The Swallow was a very good play in a really nice little theatre that has a lovely vibe. It was 
well acted, well scripted and well directed. My only regret about The Swallow is that we saw 
it on the last day of its run and could not recommend it to friends.  
 
Rated : 5 
 



5 stars and more. I was enthralled from the start by the quality of the writing and the 
performances - with each revelation the story becomes more and more heartbreaking, but 
far from being a tear-jerker, in the end we see promise of a future with mutual understanding 
and respect. Stunning. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Just wonderfuil! I was so pleased to catch a performance of this emotional rollercoaster of a 
play! Excellent performances from both actors! I laughed and cried along with them. The 
Cervantes Theatre is a really intimate venue so you are about as up close to the action as 
you could be. One of the best things I've seen this year! 
 
Rated : 4 
 
Lovely venue and really intriguing and enthralling play 
 
Rated : 5 
 
This is an amazing play. You could have heard a pin drop, everyone was mesmerised. The 
passion that was shown by the two excellent actors held you from the start to the finish. One 
not to miss. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Fantastic! One of the best plays I’ve ever seen. Don’t miss out! 
 
Rated : 4 
 
The Swallow is a delicately written play, using some beautiful and moving text, dialogues 
and monologues. The captivating story unfolds with meandering twist over an easy 90 
minutes to an unpredictable finale. The acting in the earlier part of the play felt slow and 
rehearsed, but a turn midway sees a new momentum in conversation and truthfulness to the 
text that resonates and connects with the audience that perhaps the first 'half' didn't. This 
was my first to Cervantes Theatre. The format of producing is that 3 shows play in Spanish 
and then repeat for 3 shows in English - had I known the latter I've been before and certainly 
would return, it's a fantastic theatre space and this production used it well. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Very high quality of performance by the two actors in a really well-written play. Lots of twists 
and turns in the plot make for an engrossing take on a topical theme. Go if you can. I've 
seen several plays at the Cervantes Theatre and have been impressed on every occasion. 
 
Rated : 4 
 
My first visit to this modern little theatre was most enjoyable. The play - a 2 hander - brings 
together the bereaved mother and fiancée of a victim of hate crime. One is unaware of the 
other, who is trying to reach out. Watch the play to see how it ends. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Brilliant play, great acting. A must see. 
 
Rated :5 
 



We really enjoyed this play, with only 2 actors but they were engrossing. Really good quality 
writing, the story had a twist we were not expecting. 
 
Rated : 4 
 
Strong performances from both actors in this emotionally affecting (well tear-jerking in my 
case) play. Good production in a great little theatre. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Lots of feelings moving up and down on a Saturday evening after a brilliant acting. The 
venue is small and cosy, and you can almost feel as a voyeur spying a private conversation. 
I left with many things to reflect and with my heart touched. 
 
Rated : 4 
 
Quietly powerful and moving story, well acted by the mother. A lovely venue. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
A well written play with actors who manage to get you immersed with their performances. 
Very powerful and emotionally loaded play. Highly recommended! 
 
Rated : 5 
 
A very moving piece of theatre with superb performances from both performers. It's an 
emotional journey and I was left feeling a bit wrung out (in a good way) and ultimately with a 
sense of doing things while you can. A very interesting evening 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Excellent performances by the two actors of a gripping gritty play. The design should be 
complimented too: the stylish and beautifully lit set a cut above what you often get in fringe 
theatres. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
A real drama in a theatre that makes you almost be in the middle. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The second play we have seen at this enterprising new theatre. This is a tour de force for 
both actors, and equally demanding of the audience. Not an easy ninety minutes, but so 
worth while. It's a tribute to both the author, director, and the cast that one can empathise at 
different times with both characters in their conflict and, ultimately, in their reconciliation. 
Well woth seeing.# 
 
 
Rated : 5 
 
This is not an easy play to perform, but both actors were excellent. A very interesting story 
that intertwines the lives of both characters. Very well written. It is easy to have empathy and 
compassion for both characters, and at the end of the evening you feel that you have seen 
something worthwhile and interesting, and the story stays with you for a long time 
afterwards. Well worth seeing. 



 
Rated : 5 
 
I am so glad that I have just discovered this theatre, the staff are always welcoming and a 
lovely setting to have a drink before the show. The setting for 'The Swallow' was excellent 
and Jeryl Burgess was outstanding as the mother. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The story of two individuals far apart from each other but deeply connected by the same 
tragedy. Moving, intense, riveting play, beautifully and sensitively acted. One the best play I 
have seen this year in this welcoming and comfortable venue. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The best play of this year (and I have seen many!). Don't miss it. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
An intense, moving and thought provoking play. Very well written and acted so that you 
understand and empathise with both characters. Definitely one to see. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Fantastic acting and great story line. Kept us riveted the entire time. The set was just right 
too. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Superb! Really good actors and evolving story. I think everyone in the public was impressed. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The Swallow is very likely the most skilful plays I have seen in the last couple of years. A 
brilliant play, with a really nuanced and intelligent portrayal of emotions, without ever 
allowing itself even to hint at sentimentality. Marvellous and powerful direction by Paula Paz. 
Both cast members are truly marvellous and give an absolutely outstanding performance 
that left me in tears with their portrayal of pain, grief and anger Terrific privilege to have 
witnessed such masterly display of talent, from the playwright to the very last member of the 
production. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
An excellent production. The writing, performances of the two actors and the direction all 
come together. Also a lovely venue. What more could one want?! 
 
Rated : 5 
 
A truly mesmerising performance by both actors who were at times repelling each other like 
magnetic poles with their different point of views flooded with deep emotions about the same 
person,expressed in different unique ways. Again,this same emotion call it love or pain was 
the attracting force that brought them together in the end... Effortlessly moving, questions 
our society's retrogressive mentality to compromise tolerance and love with a "silent 
agreement" by giving place to the seed of hatred instead... Cathartic, intense and a play not 
to be missed. A big bravo! 



 
Rated : 5 
 
Probably the best play I saw this year so far. Powerful , moving and great acting. Don't miss 
it ...  
 
Rated : 4 
 
Superb acting by the two actors interpreting this emotional play. The Swallow is a very good 
piece of theatre. The small theatre is a perfect setting for staging an intense journey through 
the consequences of fear and silence between a mother and a son. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
The Swallow was a captivating play - tightly written, witth an astounding performance by the 
two actors. Very worth while seeing. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
Such a moving play - the actors reflect extraordinarily the feelings of the characters - very 
involving. The venue it's very nice as well. 
 
Rated : 5 
 
This was a very powerful play, , the performers left every once of them on the stage, a 
mother and lover consumed by pain of a a sudden departure the person they loved the most. 
Also a powerful reminder of how as a society we are still excluding those whom we believe 
do not follow the norm or identify with what society dictates. Just fantastic, thanks to the 
actors, director, writer and all those making part of this production. Well done you all. 
 
Rated: 5 
Very moving drama about something we should all reflect on. A form of art that help people 
to feel we are all part of a community that shares the same responsibility. Amazing actors, 
who were able to take me there in space and time with very scenographic effects. Definitely 
worth it. 

 

Rated: 5 

Fantastic. One of the best plays I've seen.  Really moving 
 
 
Rated: 4 
 
The text is very strong. The actors very good. I recommend! 
 
 
Rated: 5 
 
The play and both Actors were very powerful, passionete and moving! Such raw and organic 
Acting I loved every moment!!! - The young girls at the door and barman upstairs were very 
friendly, which contributed to an extraordinary evening! Thank you! 
 
 



Rated: 4 
 
This two hander was so movingly performed, I was embarrassingly sobbing at the finale. 
 
 
Rated: 5 
 
Amazing journey inside two words of love  to see Orlando tragedy from different perspective 
and ask yourself question in which word we currently live  
 
Rated:4 
 
An emotional journey  that unfolds through a moving exchange between the characters as 
they share each other's sense of loss, grief, fear and guilt. A sensitive reminder of the 
fragility of life and the power of love. 
 
 
 
Rated: 5 
 
Performance was extraordinary! Play need to be absolutely seen! 
 
 
Rated: 5 
 
I was humbled by this play. An emotional, layered story that was well thought out and 
brilliantly delivered.  An original story relevant and current.  
An honour to watch the world premiere  (English)  and to a Q&A with the writer, director and 
team. 
An excellent piece, simply produced, but such a complex script. Well done. Thank you   
 
 
Rated: 5 
 
This was writing and performances of the highest calibre. Totally gripping. 
 
Rated: 5 
 
Amazing 
 
Rated: 5 
 
Moving, passionately performed, beautifully constructed piece.  
 
Rated: 5 
 
the actors were very good and I felt very moved by the story. I also loved the venue that was 
totally new to me 
 
Rated: 4 
 
An exploration of what it means to be human, how suffering and pain can bring 
understanding and empathy for others, through dialogue.  
 
Rated: 5 



 
Great little theatre! 
 
Rated: 5 
 
The Swallow was absolutely splendid and surprisingly thought provoking play . It needs be 
on wider and bigger Set  
 
Rated: 4 
 
One of the most touching and painful plays I have ever been to 
 
Rated:4 
 
Emotional, touching, reflective, good performance by actors 
 
Rated: 5 
 
Really good show, charming intimate theatre that made it even more emotional  
 
Rated: 5 
 
Well written and performed play. Using the classic topics of love and death with some others 
more contemporary, the actors create an atmosphere where you easily feel touched by. 
 
Rated: 5 
 
It was my first time at this venue and I was delighted.  Very small leaving you with a feeling 
of almost having experienced a private performance. 
The acting was phenomenal. Both actors were perfectly cast. Strong convincing and moving 
performances.  It must be very difficult for the actors to have the audience so close; yet, 
even at this distance, the emotion delivered was impressive. It would have been difficult not 
to relate to the characters' anguish.  They had me in tears several times.   
Almost an hour and a half of dialogue between two characters without losing the grip on the 
audience needs special talent. 
Congratulations to the actors, writer and all involved in the production, but especially to 
David Luque as Ramon. I'm recommending the play to all my friends and will definitely return 
to the venue for other events.  Thank you 
 
Rated: 4 
 
Striking subject matter powerfully presented and acted 
 
Rated: 5 
 
I really enjoyed the play in Spanish. The actors are excellent I lived every single feeling 
sadness, happiness, tears. It was quite emotional for me. I will recommend the play to all 
willing to be transported to another place and live two intense hours. 
 
Rated: 4 
 
Lovely, friendly people on desk at entrance. Thought provoking and emotional acting. A 
great performance in a great area  
 
Rated: 4 



 
An enjoyable evening  
 
Rated: 5 
 
So moving 
 
Rated: 3 
 
Moving performance between just two actors  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


